Abstract. This paper presents well-conditioned rational Chebyshev approximations, involving at most one exponentiation, for computation of either ¡Xs) or f(i) -1, .5 ¿ s â 55, for up to 20 significant figures. The logarithmic error is required in one case. An algorithm for the Hurwitz zeta function, and an example of nearly double degeneracy are also given.
1. Introduction. The Riemann zeta function is defined by Evaluation of the function for real s usually involves taking a partial sum of (1.1) and applying the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula to the remainder. While this procedure is theoretically valid for all s > -2n-1, where n terms of the EulerMaclaurin summation formula are used, there is serious cancellation error for s < 1.5. However, the reflection formula, Eq. (1.3), can be used for s < .5, while Thacher [7] has recently used Eq. (1.2) as a basis for expansions in Chebyshev polynomials valid both for \ ^ s g § and for 1 ^ s ^ 2. For s ^ 2, it is still necessary to evaluate a partial sum of the series (1.1). The process involves an exponentiation for each new term added to the sum, and is therefore quite slow. This paper presents rational Chebyshev approximations for evaluating f(s) or f(s) -1 for up to 20S without any exponentiation for .5 ^ s ^ 11, and with only one exponentiation for 11 ^ s ^ 55. where the Rim(s) are rational functions of degree / in the numerator and m in the denominator. The maximum error was computed relative to f(s) for the first interval, and relative to f (s) -1 for the others.
Computational of Reference Values.
Reference function values for the generation of the approximations were calculated for .5 ^ s ^ 1.5 from the coefficients given by Thacher [7] , and for the other s from a modification of the above-described technique based on the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula. The modification involves a method for estimating the number of terms needed in the partial sum of (1.1).
The Euler-Maclaurin formula applied to the Dirichlet series for the Hurwitz zeta function, 
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Letting G and /4 denote the geometric and arithmetic means of the quantities {(s + k -2)}, and using the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, we have (2.6) nc + * -2) = g-* ¿-= {è('+*-2)|"
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Lehmer [4] discusses the extrema of the Bernoulli polynomials and shows that Mn = \Bn\ for n even. For « odd, he gives 11D values of Mn, for n á 13, as well as relatively sharp asymptotic formulas for larger n. We thus see that [n/2] terms of (2.2) will approximate (s -l)f(s; a) with an absolute error less than 10~D provided that h 4+^2"*}.""■
In principle, then, one can obtain (s -l)f(s; a) to any desired accuracy by selecting n and m so that (2.8) is satisfied for a = a + m, evaluating (s -l)f(s; a) by (2.2), and finally computing (5 -l)f(s; a) by adding (s -1) times the appropriate partial sum of the Dirichlet series for f(5; a). The procedure is valid for Re(s) > 0.
The most efficient value of n depends upon s and D. In our calculations, we did not vary this parameter, but gave it the constant value 13, for which
where [ ] denotes "the integer part of." The variable order of the partial sum prevented the use of Markman's economical method [5] of reducing the necessary number of exponentiations in (2.2).
All computations were carried out on a CDC 3600 in 25S arithmetic. Extensive checking against tables and by overlapping of methods shows that our master routines were accurate to roughly a minimum of 23S.
3. Generation of the Approximations. The various approximations were generated in 25S floating-point arithmetic on a CDC 3600 using standard versions of the Remes algorithm [2] . With two exceptions, the computations were straightforward.
The first exception was the analysis relating to the approximation form for the last two intervals. The quantity ,, n «, , fis) -1 -2_
is the error of approximation relative to f (s) -1. However, the basic Remes algorithm is limited to error expressions of the form
Hence, we must modify (3.1). By letting We note that the local extrema of d(s) and ô(s) occur for the same values of s, and that
where î(s) is the "logarithmic error" discussed by King and Phillips [3] and Sterbenz and Fike [6] . The logarithmic error has been associated primarily with obtaining starting values for various Newton iteration schemes. However, we can use t(s) in the Remes algorithm since it approximates the Chebyshev error S(s) to within terms of order ô2(s), an error that is swamped by normal roundoff in the Remes algorithm itself whenever 5(s) is small. The second anomaly occurred in the computation of R8S(l/s) for the interval [11, 25] . Although the error curves for Ree and R77 appear to be standard, Ras is nearly doubly degenerate. The method of artificial poles [2] determined the Chebyshev error for Rss as approximately 5.2 X 10~17, with the error curve still not leveled. At this point, the denominator had among its zeros the values ix = .0371111862 and ja = .13063202.
Corresponding zeros in the numerator were j, + (1 X 10"10) and s2 -f-(2 X 10~8). To our knowledge, this is the first case of nearly double degeneracy that has occurred in practice. 4 . Results. Table I lists the values of   Etm --100 logio5Im for selected segments of the Z," Walsh arrays. The minimax error SIm of approximation by Rlm is the error relative to f(s) for the interval [. 5, 5] , and relative to f(s) -1 for the other intervals.
Tables II-V present the approximations giving accuracies most appropriate for computers in use today. The coefficients are given to accuracy slightly greater than that justified by the approximation errors, but reasonable additional rounding should not greatly affect the overall accuracies. Each approximation listed, using the coefficients just as they appear here, was tested for random arguments against the master function routines, and the stated accuracies were all verified.
There are a few anomalies present in the Walsh array. Nonstandard error curves are flagged in Table I . Usually, a nearly degenerate case is signalled by the presence of a nonstandard error curve for the approximation that is one degree lower in both numerator and denominator. Although as previously mentioned, R77 for the interval [11, 25] has a standard error curve, Rsa is nearly doubly degenerate. This troublesome approximation is not given in Table IV . Instead, the nondiagonal element R79 is given.
With a little care, computer subroutines returning almost full machine precision values of f(s) and of Ç(s) -1 can be written using these approximations. One troublesome computation is that for f(s) -1 for .5 ^ s ^ 5. If one uses Tables II-V. TABLE I ( 70944 9945  00526 2110  16063 8845  76199 8960  28052 1806  24143 9803  50000 0000   24986  40757  19347  48821  04057  80383   10961  54483  12500   50216  84801  93324  33109  98303  65496  25663  75640  61256  18750   97831  99078  40052  19930  38135  93050  03968  44914  00000   37673  09344  79128  74192  89832  50081  83949  89075   59096   00000   0818  1663  0329  4847  3370  6974   3366  2325  0000   34965  64523  14480  31735  19232  68318  26869  79564  99239  00000 TABLE IV and the fi¡ are determined explicitly. It is not difficult to show that if Slm is the relative error in using (4.1) as an approximation to f(s), then the relative error in using (4.2) as an approximation to f(.s) -1 is bounded by 305¡m. Thus, if the relative error in the machine is bounded by 10"D, one should choose an R,m(s), .5 ^ s ^ 5, such that 305," < 10"D.
In the second interval, the Rlm(s) are poorly conditioned when expressed in the
